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Abstract—Accurate estimation of crowd dynamics is difficult,
especially when it comes to fine-grained spatial and temporal
predictions. A deep understanding of these fine-grained dynamics
is crucial during a major disaster, as it guides efficient disaster
managements. However, it is particularly challenging as these
fine-grained dynamics are mainly caused by high-dimensional
individual movement and evacuation. Furthermore, abnormal
user behavior during disasters makes the problem of accurate
prediction even more acute. Traditional models have difficulties
in dealing with these high dimensional patterns caused by disruptive events. For example, the 2016 Kumamoto earthquakes
disrupted normal crowd dynamics patterns significantly in the
affected regions. We first perform a thorough analysis of a crowd
population distribution dataset during Kumamoto earthquakes
collected by a major mobile network operator in Japan, which
shows strong fine-grained temporal autocorrelation and spatial
correlation among geographically neighboring grids. It is also
demonstrated that temporal autocorrelation during disasters is
more than simple diurnal patterns. Moreover, there are many
factors that could potentially influence spatial correlations and
affect the dynamics patterns. Then, we illustrate how a spatialtemporal Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) deep neural network
could be applied to boost the prediction power. It is shown that the
error in terms of Mean Square Error (MSE) is reduced by as much
as 55.1-69.4% compared to regressive models such as AR, ARIMA
and SVR. Furthermore, LSTM outperforms the aforementioned
models significantly even when little training data is available right
after the mainshock. Finally, we also show a Region-aware LSTM
does not necessarily outperform a regular LSTM.
Index Terms—Data Mining; Data-Driven Modeling; Disaster
Management; Spatio-Temporal Dynamics; Deep Neural Network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, achieving
better understanding of urban crowd dynamics during disasters has received significant attentions from both governments
and research communities. Crowd evacuation behaviors heavily influence disaster management and relief, where careful
prior-disaster planning and effective post-disaster evacuation
guidance are key to reducing casualties and chaos. These
behaviors are reflected in the high dynamics of crowd population distribution observed, while our current understanding is
extremely limited. For example, it is shown that many reported
evacuation spots in 2016 Kumamoto earthquake, i.e. parking
areas and shopping malls, were not officially planned and
recognized by the administrative organizations as evacuation
shelters, which hampers the ability in providing food and
supplies efficiently [1].

Similar to other phenomenas caused by human behaviors
such as video consumption patterns [2], crowd dynamics exhibits spatial and temporal patterns (i.e. diurnal/weekly pattern) [3], [4], [5], [6]. Thus, prediction of future crowd dynamics could be achieved with relatively high accuracy in
normal times. However, it becomes much more difficult when
abnormal events take place, especially during major disasters.
The abnormality along with high-dimensional individual movement caused by large-scale evacuation makes the task highly
challenging.
A lot has been done to improve our current understanding
of crowd dynamics during major disasters. For example, Song
et al. [7] developed a probabilistic model to simulate and
predict human evacuations over complex geographic areas in
Tokyo. However, it focuses on modeling and estimation of
individual mobility patterns and does not accurately reflect
the crowd distribution dynamics both spatially and temporally.
In addition, similar to most of the existing works (i,e [1],
[8]), population densities are calculated via GPS data samples
collected from users’ mobile phones, which do not accurately
reflect the behavior of majority crowd. Sekimoto [9] proposed a
real-time population movement estimation system during largescale disasters from mobile phone data using data integration
techniques. Again, the accuracy of system suffers as both the
sample size is small and the adopted framework is simplistic.
In this paper, we first perform a thorough analysis of
a population distribution dataset collected during Kumamoto
earthquakes, and show that there exists a strong spatio-temporal
correlation of crowd population dynamics among co-located
grids. After that, we study and analyze factors that influence
spatial grid correlations (i.e. physical distance and land usage), which could potentially aid our understanding of crowd
population dynamics. Deep learning has been successfully
applied to many fields such as image/speech/textual recognition,
medical diagnostics etc [10], [11]. Therefore, to overcome
the challenges associated with abnormal human behaviors, we
adopt deep neural network in an attempt to discover those
high dimensional patterns both spatially and temporally. We
propose to treat crowd population density in each grid as pixels
in an image and use deep learning techniques to understand
the complex high dimensional patterns. Specifically, we apply
Long-Short-Term-Memory model (LSTM) [12] to accurately
predict crowd population distributions. The performance of

II. DATASET D ESCRIPTION
We use a population distribution dataset derived from user
mobility data collected by NTT DoCoMo1 , a major mobile
network operator in Japan. The crowd population distribution
data is collected continuously from the operational mobile
network. There are three main steps of the collecting process.
i) The operator aggregates the number of mobile users in each
of the base station areas (or cells). ii) The population within
each cell is estimated according to the information such as
market share etc. Finally, the population is re-aggregate from
the per-cell populations obtained from the previous process
into each geographical grid. iii) To preserve user’s privacy,
if the population in a grid is too small, the grid will not be
collected in the final dataset. Due to the high penetration of
mobile devices in Japan, it is considered that the estimated
population distribution is much more accurate than any other
traditional methods of population survey [13]. The downtown
area of Kumamoto city (Chou and Higashi wards), where the
data was collected, is split into approximately 350 geographical
grids in 500 × 500m and no grid is dropped due to the privacy
issue. The data covers hourly snapshot of 6 days before and
1 www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/
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LSTM is evaluated and compared with several baseline regressive models, namely AR, ARIMA and SVR. To the best of
our knowledge, our paper is the first that applies deep neural
networks to improve urban crowd dynamic estimation, and
demonstrated with a large-scale real-world dataset collected in
periods that are highly dynamic and disruptive. Specifically, this
paper makes the following contributions;
• We analyze an unique large-scale real-world crowd dynamics dataset during a natural disaster collected by one
of the largest mobile operators in Japan, and illustrate the
high dimensional patterns of crowd population dynamics
both spatially and temporally.
• We propose to treat crowd dynamics map as a series of
images, and leverage LSTM based deep neural network
model for predicting the crowd dynamics in both short
and long term.
• We demonstrate and compare the performance of LSTM
with multiple popular regressive models, and show an
improvement of estimation error by up to 69.4%.
• Lastly, we illustrate that LSTM outperforms in highly
dynamics scenarios (i.e. disasters) even with very little
training data, while attempts of adding intelligence to deep
neural network do not necessarily work better compared
to a regular deep neural network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; We introduce the dataset in Section II and explore spatio-temporal
correlations and patterns of crowd dynamics in Section III.
Section IV describes spatial-temporal regressive models and a
spatial-temporal LSTM based deep neural network. We evaluate
the performance of these models in Section V. Section VI
discusses the work and provides the direction of future work.
Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. Aggregated Population

after the Kumamoto earthquake from 14th of April to 19th of
2016.
Land usage information of each grid is tagged using data
from the website of national land numerical information, which
is provided by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport
and Tourism of Japan2 . The data is mapped in a 100 × 100m
mesh grid, which has a finer granularity than the population
data. Land usage is categorized into 17 types such as field, forest, river, and low/high residential buildings etc. We annotated
each geographical grid with multiple land usages tags since the
land usage data is in a finer-granularity.
III. DATA A NALYSIS
A. Aggregated Dynamics
The Kumamoto earthquakes consist of a 6.2 magnitude
foreshock at 21:26 on 14th of April and a 7.0 magnitude
mainshock at 01:25 on 16th of April 2016. Fig. 1 demonstrates
the hourly change in overall population from 14th to 19th of
April in the downtown region of Kumamoto city with the time
of foreshock and mainshock annotated. As expected, the diurnal
population dynamics pattern is disrupted after the foreshock,
and both the peak and average population in the following
day drop slightly by approximately 5-10%. In contrast, after
the mainshock there is a significant population drop of at least
20%. Moreover, this trend of population outflow continued for
two days following the mainshock, which could be caused by
both disaster evacuations and weekend effect. As the workdays
began from the 96th hour, the diurnal pattern begins recovering
to a certain extent.
B. Disruption of “Normal” Pattern
Coordinate (i, j) is used to uniquely identify each grid. We
denote P = {pti,j }∀i, j, t, which is the population of grid (i, j)
at time slot t. In addition, pi,j = pti,j , ∀t, where pi,j represents
all temporal dynamics of grid (i, j).
We illustrate the spatial distribution of grid population
density in a hourly basis in Fig. 2. At each hour, the box
represents first (Q1) and third (Q3) quartiles, with the red
line indicating median (2nd quartile). The Inter-Quartile Range
(IQR) is defined as the distance between first and third quartiles.
2 http://www.mlit.go.jp/en/index.html
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reflected in Fig. 1. Moreover, not only is population distribution
pattern affected by the diurnal pattern, but also individual
movement and evacuation patterns. As the two shocks do
not happen at the same time of the day. It is challenging to
understand how the two shocks of different magnitude affect
population distribution dynamics on top of the diurnal pattern,
especially when it comes to fine-grained spatial-temporal population distribution dynamics. Next, we attempt to dive deeper to
understand the finer-grained spatio-temporal crowd population
dynamics during major disaster.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of Population by Hour
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Fig. 3. Distribution of anomaly value K

Points that are outside of Q3+1.5IQR or Q1-1.5IQR are marked
as ”+”. A sparse distribution with diurnal pattern is observed
before the foreshock, while outliers drop dramatically before
the mainshock and are almost non-existence days after the
mainshock due to the effects of upcoming weekend and disaster
evacuation in the following two days. Diurnal pattern and
sparsity start recovering past the 100th hour as both the return
of weekdays and the end of disruptive events.
t
Similar to [1], we define the anomaly value Ki,j
using
the grid’s average population across the period and standard
deviation p̄i,j and σpi,j . |K| ≥ 2 represents (≥ µ ± 2σ, outside
95% confidence as K is normal distribution), and |K| ≥ 3
indicates the case when the value is outside interval (µ ± 3σ)
(99.7% confidence).
t
Ki,j
=

(pti,j − p̄i,j )
σpi,j

(1)

It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the percentage of anomaly
(95% confidence) reaches approximately 30% in the first 20
hours. This could be explained by the fact that majority of
our data (∼85%) is recorded post disaster, therefore, “normal”
time data behaves differently and is regarded as “abnormal”.
Furthermore, percentage of anomaly also displays a periodic
pattern that motivates us to look into finer-granularity spatiotemporal dynamics.
Fig. 4 compares the population distribution an hour before
and after as well as four hours before and after both the
foreshock and mainshock. Overall, the population density drops
after the foreshock as well as the mainshock, which is also

C. Spatio-Temporal Dynamics
1) Rate of Change in Individual Grid: Aggregated dynamics
do not tell the story of fine-grained spatial and temporal
fluctuations caused by individual movements and evacuations
in the affected region. We define the rate of change of grid
t
, as the percentage change of population
(i, j) at time t, Ci,j
pti,j − pt−1
i,j
t
.
compared to the previous observation, Ci,j =
pt−1
i,j
In Fig. 5, we show dynamics of population as well as its
changes in fine-gratuity grids, where different grids with diverse
dynamics characteristics could be easily identified. In specific,
Fig. 5a depicts population of grids sorted by its grid ID, which
gives us a general idea of grid popularity/density. Hence, in
Fig. 5b, the rate of changes of these same set of grids are
demonstrated. Firstly, some grids display a quick inflow, slow
outflow pattern, while the reverse could also be seen in other
grids. Moreover, there exists grids whose population dynamics
are relatively stable regardless of time without significant
changes. Additionally, the density of a particular grid do not
have a direct implication to its dynamics. Therefore, further
investigation is warranted to better understand the dynamics.
In the following spatial and temporal analysis, we normalize
the population data in each grid into the range between 0 and 1.
with tanh estimator, which is shown to be robust and efficient
for normalizing time series data [14].
p̂ti,j = 0.5(tanh(

0.01(pti,j − p̄i,j )
) + 1))
σpi,j

(2)

where p̄i,j and σpi,j are mean and standard deviation of pi,j .
2) Strong Fine-grained Temporal Autocorrelation: Temporal
AutoCorrelation Function (ACF) [15] is a widely used method
for discovering temporal data dependency. The definition of
sample ACF at grid (i, j) with a time lag h is defined as follows;
T −|h|

X
corr(h) =

t+|h|

(pi,j

t=1

− p̄i,j )(pti,j − p̄i,j )

T
X
(pti,j − p̄i,j )2

, −T < h < T (3)

t=1

where T is the total hour counts and p̄ is the mean value of
population at grid (i,j) during the time interval. corr(h) = 1
indicates a total positive autocorrelation, while corr(h) = 0
indicates no autocorrelation. Temporal ACF plot usually depicts a repeating pattern if there exists reasonable amount of
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Fig. 4. Spatial Population Distribution
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temporal auto-correlation. In Fig. 6, foreshock and mainshock
events both trigger the a drop in autocorrelation. However, it
oscillate with a period of approximately 24hrs, whose amplitude
reflects the strength of diurnal pattern. In addition, the red
error bars represent one standard deviation of change among
all grids. Therefore, a strong temporal fine-grained temporal
autocorrelation is observed.
3) Strong Fine-grained Spatial Correlation: Move on to
spatial relationship, Pearson’s product moment coefficient is
widely used to examine spatial correlation [16]. The correlation
coefficient ρg,g0 between two grids g(i, j) and g 0 (i0 , j 0 ) is
represented as;
ρg,g0 =

cov(g, g 0 )
E(g − µg )(g 0 − µg0 )
=
σg σg 0
σg σg 0

(4)

where E is the expected value operator, cov means covariance.
We present the grid-grid correlation matrix in the form of
heatmap in Figure 7. The matrix is symmetric, and bottom
half of the matrix is used for interpretation. Overall, more than
21% of the grids have absolute value of correlation greater than
0.5, which is moderately strong. Furthermore, some positively
correlated clusters could be discovered due to the arrangement
of grid ID that is closely related to their distance. Hence, spatial
correlation is also highly location-dependent. For the reason that
crowd dynamics could be heavily influenced by geolocations
and their inter-correlations, we then attempt to discover any
cause of spatial correlation by analyzing spatial characteristics,
i.e. land usage and distance.
D. Factors Influence Spatial Correlation
1) Distance: We study whether physical distance influences
spatial correlation. Intuitively, regardless of other factors, locations further away from each other behave more differently,
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Correlation Coefficient

while closer locations are more correlated and similar. We
test our hypothesis by comparing Pearson’s coefficient between
long term spatial correlation with distance. A value of -0.216
suggests a moderate negative relationship can be established,
suggesting grids further aways are less correlated regardless of
time. Then, we examine land usages to better understand the
spatial details.
2) Land Usage: We category land usage of each grid using
data collected by Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
described in Section II. As the land usage dataset uses grid
size of 100×100m, each 500×500m grid is tagged 25 times. In
Table I, classification of some top category codes are listed. Full
category code information can be found in the link3 . We further
assign a broad category to each category code, i.e. commercial
or residential area. Fig. 9a lists the distribution of all tags, and
Fig. 9b shows the distribution of top category in each grid.
Majority of the grids by far are tagged as low-rise building
(residential areas), followed by high rise buildings (commercial
areas).
Next, we show in Fig. 10 how crowd population distribution
dynamics react to disasters for grids in different categories. We
consider the category of grid according to its most frequent
tag (Fig. 9b). Commercial areas display the strongest pattern,
and are most sensitive to disasters. In addition, nature areas,
e.g. rivers, lakes and parks, also depict moderate periodic
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pattern. These two categories of areas are most affected by
disaster, while residential areas are generally stable with only
very slight drop in mean population per grid. The remaining
three categories do not respond sensitively to disastrous events.
Furthermore, Intra-correlation coefficient of grids in the same
category is shown in Fig. 11. Again, grids in commercial
areas shows the strongest positive correlations within the same
category.
An algorithm models spatial and temporal dynamics consid-

ering their correlations as well as factors such as land usage
could potentially perform well in predicting crowd density
dynamics. However, there could be other factors influencing
the dynamics, which is difficult to enumerate completely. Furthermore, there are issues lies in generalization of model to
different locations without much prior knowledge. As a result,
in the next section, we discuss potential spatio-temporal models
that could be applied to solve the task.
Fig. 12. Recurrent Neural Network

IV. S PATIO -T EMPORAL M ODEL OF C ROWD D ENSITY
DYNAMICS F OLLOWING A BNORMAL E VENTS
Output Gate

A. Regressive Models
A possible solution is to apply auto-regressive model [17]
in each grid that utilize historical temporal information of each
particular location to perform predictions. The notation AR(p)
indicates an autoregressive model of order p, which could be
presented as follows;
Xt = c +

p
X

Forget Gate

ϕi Xt−i + εt

(5)

Input Gate

i=1

where ϕ1 , . . . , ϕp are parameters of AR model, c is a constant,
and εt is a time-dependent bias. When an autoregressive model
is used for temporal forecasting, the linear predictor is the
optimal h-step ahead forecast in terms of mean-squared error.
The reasons why auto-regression performance could be limited
are; a). The fine-grained temporal data are not necessarily
stationary in all locations. b). A disruptive event could break
the usual regressive patterns.
Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model
is a generalized model combining autoregressive (AR) with
moving average (MA) mode, and is very popular in time series
forecasting for non-stationary data [18]. On the other hand,
Support Vector Regression (SVR) is another popular method
for regression based on support vector machine (SVM), and It
is also a widely used machine learning algorithm as a baseline. We apply AR, ARIMA and SVR models in each finegrained location and evaluate the performance accordingly. The
regressive natures of these model allow us to capture the unique
temporal dynamics at each geographical location, however their
performance could suffer in highly dynamics scenarios and
when amount of historical data is limited.

Fig. 13. Graphical representation of Long Short-term Memory Model

every single time slot via chained gradients back propagation.
That introduces the issue of either vanishing or exploding
gradients because weight matrix WR is shared at every single
step [21]. Exploding gradient issue is relatively easy to deal
with by techniques i.e. truncated back propagation through
time (BPTT), clipping gradient or RMSprop (adaptive learning).
Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) model [12] is specially
designed to combat the vanishing gradient problem. Put it
simple, LSTM introduces an input gate, an output gate and
an forget gate to manipulate (add, get and flush) memory
cells C [22] as illustrated in diagram Fig. 13. The following
transformations are defined for mapping the inputs xt to the
outputs ht , Ct+1 :
K
ht = σ(Wo [xt , ht−1 ] + bo )
tanh(Ct )
(8)

B. Spatial-Temporal LSTM Model
Traditional feed-forward network has limitations such as
fixed length and independence of different training data. Researchers developed recurrent neural network (RNN) [19], [20]
to accommodate the problem by taking into account for the
short and long term temporal dependency. Fig. 12 is a simple
example demonstrating how RNN structure works, and the
following transformations describe RNN;
ht = gh (WI xt + WR ht−1 + bh )

(6)

yt = gy (Wy ht + by )

(7)

In order to obtain the optimal weighting matrix WI , WR
and Wy , an RNN is trained by combining multiple costs at

Ct+1 = ft
J

K

Ct + it

K

ft
C

(9)

represents matrix element wise dot product. tanh function
modify the memory cell to range [0,1]. σ is the sigmoid
function for squashing the data to a range between 0 and 1.
The memory cell Ct+1 at time (t+1) is equal to a combination
of the amount to “forget” from previous time slot Ct and the
ft . Here, LSTM
amount to add from proposal of new time slot C
as one type of deep neural network could learn complicated
spatial and temporal dynamics when the crowd density map at
different time instances are used as inputs for training. We use
the results of regressive models as baselines, and compare their
performances with LSTM based algorithm.
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Fig. 14. Auto-regression Model

V. E VALUATION
A. System Setup
We use the AR/ARIMA library in statemodel [23], and
SVR implementation in sk-learn [24]. Implementation of LSTM
model is achieved using Keras framework with TensorFlow
backend [25]. Common metrics Mean Squared Error (MSE)
is used for evaluating the performance of models, which are
trained with the first 80% data of all grids and test with the rest
20% data unless otherwise specified. Validation data accounts
for 5% of selected training data. All available girds are used in
the training and evaluation process, and both models are optimized by MSE. Moreover, we choose a LSTM model that has
1 hidden layer with 342 hidden units (approximately 1 million
parameters). The results of LSTM layers are passed to either
a linear activation function or a sigmoid activation function,
where results are compared. Finally, RMSprop optimizer is used
for adaptive learning.
B. Results
1) Regressive Models: Fig 14 shows the estimated overall
population by summing up the hourly results of prediction in
individual grids. Overall, AR Model delivers a MSE 22040
over all 324 grids, and the aggregated prediction results do
not fit very well with the testing data. On the other hand,
ARIMA (MSE:15020) outperforms AR largely due to the nonstationarity of data that we have shown in the analysis section.
In addition, SVR algorithm with RBF kernel could achieve a
MSE as low as 36554. We use the three algorithms as baselines
to evaluate the performance of spatial-temporal LSTM.
2) Spatial-Temporal LSTM: Since LSTM is sensitive to
scaling, the usual practice is to scale data into a range between
0 and 1. The model is trained both with a history window
of 1 time step (LSTM(1))and 5 time steps (LSTM(5)), the
training loss as well as validation loss are shown in Figure 15.
Although training loss keeps dropping in the first 100 epochs,
validation loss stays relatively stable after around 20 epochs.
The MSE for scaled back LSTM(1) and LSTM(5) are 11761
and 6742 respectively, which are 46.6% and 69.4% lower than
the autoregressive model. In addition, Increasing length of
LSTM history window from 1 to 5 does improve prediction
performance by a further 43%. Table II shows the impact
of switching between linear and sigmoid activation function
for results passed by LSTM layer, where linear performances
slightly better in both cases using our dataset.
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Fig. 16. Fitting and Prediction Performance of LSTM Model

Fig. 16 illustrates a comparison of training data with the reconstructed LSTM models and the temporal prediction results.
The fitting and predictions are surprisingly well, considering
that the model figures out the high dimensional temporal
fluctuations within individual grid, and successfully predicted
the overall population changes for almost 2 days. Furthermore,
we present the effectiveness of LSTM(5)(Linear) model in
fine-grained spatial domain. Fig. 17 lists the heatmaps of
three random original spatial distributions along with their
reconstructed/predicted distribution. As the fitting is relatively
close, we further illustrate their differences by number in a
heatmap. The first two random time instances (T1 and T2 ) are
shown to be estimated with a per grid error of mostly less than
100. Random T3 has good spatial estimation in majority of the
grids, with only a few relatively large errors (∼ 700) (note the
differences in heatmap scales).
C. Post-Abnormal Event Performance
Next, we evaluate the forecastability of all aforementioned
algorithms only with training data prior to mainshock. Performance in terms of MSE is presented in Table III. Moreover,
we compare the performances in terms of normalized MSE
when trained with 80% data and only with data prior to
mainshock (disruptive event) in Figure 18. More specifically,
comparing Fig. 18a and Fig. 18b, we could find out that
AR demonstrates significant performance variation, while the
rest algorithms performance relatively stable. This is mainly
caused by the factor that AR is not suitable for non-stationary
time series, especially when the changes are highly dynamics
and disruptive (i.e. right after mainshock). Furthermore, LSTM
algorithm outperforms other baseline algorithms regardless of
the amount of available training data.
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TABLE III
M ODEL P ERFORMANCE R IGHT A FTER A BNORMAL E VENT
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D. Region-Aware LSTM
Lastly, we attempt to investigate whether additional context
information can potentially improve the performance of spatialtemporal LSTM model. We propose Region-aware LSTM with

the hypothesis that locations of similar types/categories are
more likely to behave similarly with regards to crowd dynamics.
Firstly, each grid location is tagged with one major category
based on the land usage information we collected in Section III.
An independent LSTM model is training locations of same
category, and the overall region-aware LSTM MSE is calculated
by combining estimations in different categories in a weighted
manner. The results of both LSTM(1) and LSTM(5) with linear
activation function is displayed in Table IV. It could be seen that
categories “commercial” and “nature” show higher regularity
and lower MSE, which is confirmed by their strong patterns
shown in Fig. 10. Additionally, Region-aware LSTM does not
outperform regular LSTM consistently. Region-aware LSTM
achieves 6.2% lower prediction error in the case of LSTM(1),
however a 0.9% performance loss when LSTM(5) is used. We
believe that Region-aware LSTM does not significantly outperform regular LSTM due to the following possible reasons;
a). LSTM already figures out the geographical category/type
from the training data. b). the proposed hypothesis might not
hold in all scenarios. c). The tagged category data does not
completely reflect the real world scenario, since a grid could
consist multiple types of areas.
VI. I MPLICATIONS AND F UTURE W ORKS
A. Discussion and Implications
We collected shelter location data in the same geographical
region, and map the planned shelter locations in Fig 19.
Comparing to crowd population dynamics after shocks that is
observed in Fig 4, we identify mismatches of current planning
with actual crowd dynamics, where further improvement could
be achieved. As shown in evaluation, the proposed LSTM
model could achieve higher accuracy with little data. As a
result, a fine-grained spatio-temporal LSTM framework could
potentially be deployed right after any detected major disasters,
and be used to guide post-disaster evacuation planning. Thus,
shelter location planning could be guided and improved by
the proposed framework. Furthermore, the framework could be
customized with different cities/areas, and be trained separately
with historical disaster data without much human interactions
and inputs.
B. Future Works
The LSTM deep neural network framework could be further extended to a hybrid deep neural network model for
potential performance improvement. As explained in previous subsection, RNN architecture is good at temporal prediction of high-dimensional/complicated structure. That is to

Fig. 19. Evacuation shelters Locations

say, current LSTM implement considers the relative position
of grids (i.e. Fig. 17) instead of its geographical locations
(i.e. Fig 4). We believe that the performance could be further
improved by deploying deep neural network structure such as
convolutional-LSTM [26] or RNN-RBM [27]. The convolutional layer (CNN) or RBM layer act as filters that could further
identify complicated spatial structures that are then passed into
LSTM layers for temporal prediction. We will evaluate whether
convolutional-LSTM model is suitable for disaster scenario in
our future work.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we first performed an analysis for a crowd population distribution dataset collected during the period of 2016
Kumamoto earthquake. The analysis shows strong fine-grained
temporal autocorrelation and spatial correlation among neighboring locations, which motivate us to explore methods that
accurately estimate population dynamics in abnormal times. By
adopting a LSTM based deep learning model, we could predict
crowd distribution in specified area at certain time with a higher
accuracy compared to traditional regressive models. The results
demonstrate that deep learning based population distribution
estimation is practical and could be applied to future disasters.
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